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¿PentaSuite Pro¿ is a suite of handy tools that come packed into a single application. Among them,
you can find a file archiver, script wizard, image album creator and viewer, encryption tool, CD/DVD

burner, PDF viewer and editor and photo scanner. ¿Encrypt sensitive files and manage them with
ease¿ ¿All the apps are stacked into a simple and small panel, structured in distinct sections bearing
the name of the contained tools¿ (e.g. compression, encryption, PDF). All you have to do is select the

desired function and open the app. ¿Compress and extract numerous archives¿ The archiver
supports the most commonly used archive formats, such as ZIP, ZGB, ACE, CAB, RAR or TGZ. You

have the choices to open an existing archive from the computer or create one by simply browsing for
the target files. The tool also comes with an extraction feature, available through the PentaZIP

wizard. ¿Examine and modify your preferred photos¿ The "Viewer" tab comes with file viewer that
lets you open with third-party applications text documents, images, audio and video records. Plus,
you can view your favorite pictures using the PentaView function. It offers editing and formatting
options (e.g. flip, crop, rotate), along with filters and adjustments. ¿Make impressive standard and

HTML image albums¿ From the same menu, it's possible to create amazing standard and HTML
image collections by selecting the desired pictures, the table layout (width, background image, color,
number of rows), title, header and footer, and additional HTML properties. ¿Inspect, edit and protect
your PDFs¿ Another useful feature is the PDF viewer, which lets you inspect existing PDFs or newly
created ones using the PDF editor included in the set. What's more, the editor gives you a choice to
apply security measures and signatures to your important PDFs. ¿Connect to other local PCs using

PentaFTP¿ The PentaFTP feature is a full FTP client, which includes both normal and SSL connectivity.
It can be used to access files on other machines that have a valid Internet address and contains an
FTP server program. Last but not least, you have the choice to batch rename multiple files at the

same time using the PentaRename function. ¿Feature-rich suite of tools to view

PentaSuite Pro Crack+

Handful of capable tools in one convenient package Use all these tools to create, manage and view
virtually any file format. Full installer, 100% safe to install and uninstalls cleanly. INCLUDED TOOLS 1.
File Changer - automatically and quickly change file properties (e.g. change file type, date, size and

more) 2. File Wizard - easily convert ISO files to CD/DVD, back up and organize files 3. Image
Allocator - copy images to your computer and burn to CD/DVD 4. Image Album Producer - create and

view standard and HTML image collections 5. Image Compressor - compress & encrypt files for all
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applications 6. Image Encryptor - decrypt, encrypt or standardize existing images 7. Image Viewer -
view and edit images and PDFs 8. PDF Editor - view, edit, resize and protect PDFs 9. PDF Compressor
- compress PDFs and encrypt them 10. PDF Encryptor - decrypt, encrypt or standardize existing PDFs
11. PDF Standardizer - rewrap PDFs, compress and encrypt them 12. PDF Viewer - view, edit, resize
and protect PDFs 13. Photo Album Publisher - create and view standard and HTML image collections

14. Photo Album Standardizer - remaster and standardize existing photo albums 15. Photo Album
Viewer - view and edit photo albums 16. Photo Collector - copy photos to your computer or burn to

CD/DVD 17. Photo Scanner - scan photos and image documents and view them in JPEG or BMP
formats 18. Script Maker - create and edit scripts 19. Script Encryptor - encrypt or standardize

existing scripts 20. Script Viewer - view, edit and encrypt scripts 21. Zip Compressor - compress files
and archives 22. Zip Encryptor - compress, decrypt, encrypt or standardize existing archives 23. Zip
Decompressor - extract archives 24. Zip Viewer - view, edit and decompress archives 25. Zip Wizard
- open existing archives Tutorial Don't have a chance to learn all the functions on one place? Follow

the steps in the tutorial on this video: Download b7e8fdf5c8
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PentaSuite Pro is a suite of multiple handy tools that come packed into a single application. Among
them, you can find a file archiver, script wizard, image album creator and viewer, encryption tool,
CD/DVD burner, PDF viewer and editor and photo scanner. Encrypt sensitive files and manage them
with ease All the apps are stacked into a simple and small panel, structured in distinct sections
bearing the name of the contained tools (e.g. compression, encryption, PDF). All you have to do is
select the desired function and open the app. Compress and extract numerous archives The archiver
supports the most commonly used archive formats, such as ZIP, ZGB, ACE, CAB, RAR or TGZ. You
have the choices to open an existing archive from the computer or create one by simply browsing for
the target files. The tool also comes with an extraction feature, available through the PentaZIP
wizard. Examine and modify your preferred photos The "Viewer" tab comes with file viewer that lets
you open with third-party applications text documents, images, audio and video records. Plus, you
can view your favorite pictures using the PentaView function. It offers editing and formatting options
(e.g. flip, crop, rotate), along with filters and adjustments. Make impressive standard and HTML
image albums From the same menu, it's possible to create amazing standard and HTML image
collections by selecting the desired pictures, the table layout (width, background image, color,
number of rows), title, header and footer, and additional HTML properties. Inspect, edit and protect
your PDFs Another useful feature is the PDF viewer, which lets you inspect existing PDFs or newly
created ones using the PDF editor included in the set. What's more, the editor gives you a choice to
apply security measures and signatures to your important PDFs. Connect to other local PCs using
PentaFTP The PentaFTP feature is a full FTP client, which includes both normal and SSL connectivity.
It can be used to access files on other machines that have a valid Internet address and contains an
FTP server program. Last but not least, you have the choice to batch rename multiple files at the
same time using the PentaRename function. Feature-rich suite of tools to view and edit images and
PDFs, and create photo albums The bottom line is that PentaSuite Pro is a collection of handy
functions that help you manage

What's New in the?

PentaSuite Pro is a suite of multiple handy tools that come packed into a single application. Among
them, you can find a file archiver, script wizard, image album creator and viewer, encryption tool,
CD/DVD burner, PDF viewer and editor and photo scanner. Encrypt sensitive files and manage them
with ease All the apps are stacked into a simple and small panel, structured in distinct sections
bearing the name of the contained tools (e.g. compression, encryption, PDF). All you have to do is
select the desired function and open the app. Compress and extract numerous archives The archiver
supports the most commonly used archive formats, such as ZIP, ZGB, ACE, CAB, RAR or TGZ. You
have the choices to open an existing archive from the computer or create one by simply browsing for
the target files. The tool also comes with an extraction feature, available through the PentaZIP
wizard. Examine and modify your preferred photos The "Viewer" tab comes with file viewer that lets
you open with third-party applications text documents, images, audio and video records. Plus, you
can view your favorite pictures using the PentaView function. It offers editing and formatting options
(e.g. flip, crop, rotate), along with filters and adjustments. Make impressive standard and HTML
image albums From the same menu, it's possible to create amazing standard and HTML image
collections by selecting the desired pictures, the table layout (width, background image, color,
number of rows), title, header and footer, and additional HTML properties. Inspect, edit and protect
your PDFs Another useful feature is the PDF viewer, which lets you inspect existing PDFs or newly
created ones using the PDF editor included in the set. What's more, the editor gives you a choice to
apply security measures and signatures to your important PDFs. Connect to other local PCs using
PentaFTP The PentaFTP feature is a full FTP client, which includes both normal and SSL connectivity.
It can be used to access files on other machines that have a valid Internet address and contains an
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FTP server program. Last but not least, you have the choice to batch rename multiple files at the
same time using the PentaRename function. Feature-rich suite of tools to view and edit images and
PDFs, and create photo albums The bottom line is that PentaSuite Pro is a collection of handy
functions that help you manage your
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System Requirements For PentaSuite Pro:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7 CPU: Intel Dual-Core Processor Memory: 2GB RAM HDD: 20GB DirectX:
Version 9.0c Network: Broadband Internet Connection Platinum – Best PC Value Win32: Windows 7
64-bit OS: Windows 7 64-bit CPU: Intel Core i7-4790K @ 4.0Ghz Memory: 16GB RAM HDD: 2TB HDD
DirectX: Version 9
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